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Submission content: I wish to make some short observations about the
lack of a real relationship between Transit Oriented Development
(TOD), Journey to Work (JTW) times and the densities of mixed us
development between centres. I challenge the efficacy of the centres
hierarchy as an artificial constraint upon the provision of sufficient
incentives for high quality urban renewal in and around known local
centres that are not even mapped as local centres in this draft plan.
Some are mapped as “train station” and given no other consideration.
That is some centres that have shorter Journey to work times to
Sydney’s CBD within the south region classified as local centres or
simply train stations have not been given appropriate consideration
because of the artificial application of the centres hierarchy spawned
from various previous strategic plans for Sydney. The effect of not
giving proper consideration to local centres and centres only
recognised as “train station” despite be zoned B4 and known as local
centres within individual local government areas. I will provide just two
example but there are many more. Engadine Engadine is a local
centres that is serviced by heavy rail being on the Illawarra Line and
has a JTW time to Central Station of 51 minutes. This rail JTW time
places it closer to Central Station than Cronulla, Woolooware and
Caringbah. At p.31 Engadine is listed along side Riverwood but unlike



Riverwood it is not identified as a TOD local centre. Engadine was
subject to a relatively small increase in FSR (2:1) and HOB (20m)
under the last major rewrite of the Sutherland LEP. Nevertheless, the
LEP has not provided sufficient uplift incentive to create more
residential accomodation and mixed use development of any
meaningful amount. When one compares the HOB and FSR that have
been adopted for Cronulla (significantly greater JTW time) and
(Caringbah) similar but marginally greater JTW time) where heights up
to 21 storeys and FSR of up to 4.5:1 have been adopted there is a
clear disconnect. Centres that have lower JTW times should be
promoted for significant urban renewal and if there is to be a genuine
TOD approach then JTW time analysis should be a key criteria. I can
provide a lot more detail about Engadine as I studies this centre as part
of a Masters in Urban and Regional Planning subject. Needless to say
Engadine has sites that sit within 50m of Engadine Railway Station
with FSR of 2:1 and HOB of 20m and JTW time lower than centres with
JTW times far greater. Engadine’s and for that matter Heathcote’s
other strength is for those that split work between Sydney and
Wollongong both are accessible by train roughly within 1 hour.
Engadine and Heathcote offer significant potential B4 zones, but other
centres within 1 hour JTW by train they are given no significant
consideration by the draft plan. Beverley Hills Worse than Engadine,
Beverly Hills town centre, which lays on what is highly likely to be the
train line that connects the new Western Sydney Airport to Sydney
Airport and the City is not even mentioned in the draft plan. The JTW
time from Beverly Hills to Central is 26 minutes where as Riverwood,
on the same training line is identified for TOD Urban Renewal has a
JTW time to Central Station of 31 minutes. This centre is subject to
current review by Georges River Council but the application of the draft
plan, which fails to even identify this centre’s existence therefore fails
to recognise the valuable contribution that urban renewal of this centre,
also close to the soon to be duplicated M5 has any role in meeting
Sydney’s job and dwelling targets. Recent economic analysis don for
this centre by land economists AEC for the current land owners



association demonstrates that to get urban renewal of this centres FSR
of up to 6:1 and HOB that would complement such FSR are necessary
to make urban renewal feasible. These are as I stated just two small
examples where the draft plan fails to like TOD to JTW and to
Feasibility requirements. The burden of dwellings and jobs must be
shared to all B4 zone with stations. The reality is ignoring these centres
will result in cheap an nasty redevelopment locking up these centres
for another decade under strata schemes that despite the new 75%
rules are still hard to renew. The real solution is to step back from the
artificial centres hierarchy and plan around tangible JTW times and
economic feasibility requirements at and around each railway station.
There are six railway station closer to Central than Beverley Hills as
well that are off the draft plan’s radar.
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